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Biography
Michael Lewin is internationally applauded as one of America’s most abundantly gifted and
charismatic concert pianists, performing to acclaim in over 30 countries with orchestras, in recital and
as a chamber musician.
Commanding a repertoire of 40 piano concertos, Lewin’s international orchestral engagements include
the Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra, Moscow Chamber Orchestra, Cairo Symphony, Bucharest
‘Enescu’ Philharmonic, China National Radio and Film Orchestra, Filharmónica de Guadalajara, State
Symphony of Greece, Youth Orchestra of the Americas, Orquesta Sinfónica de Puerto Rico, the Boston
Pops, the Symphonies of Phoenix, Indianapolis, Miami, Colorado, Nevada, West Virginia, Illinois,
North Carolina, Sinfonia da Camera, and the Jupiter Symphony, He has given world premieres of two
piano concertos by David Kocsis, and performed Gershwin’s "Rhapsody in Blue" over 50 times. He
has collaborated with conductors including Carlos Miguel Prieto, Keith Lockhart, Constantine
Orbellian, Anton Kersjes, Seymour Lipkin, Theo Alcantara, Ian Hobson, Sergei Babayan, Maximiano
Valdés and Hugh Wolff.
The New York Times hailed his New York recital debut in Lincoln Center in 1984, writing that “his
immense technique and ability qualify him eminently for success.” Since then, his tours have taken him
to New York’s major concert halls, Boston's Symphony Hall, Pasadena's Ambassador Auditorium, the
Library of Congress and National Gallery of Art in Washington, Moscow’s Great Hall, Hong Kong's
City Hall Theater, Taipei's National Concert Hall, the Opera Houses of Cairo and Wilmington, the
Athens Megaron, Holland’s Muziekcentrum Vredenburg, and London’s Wigmore Hall. Festival
appearances include Spoleto, the International Keyboard Festival in NY, Peter the Great in Holland,
MusicFest Perugia in Italy, Euro Arts in Germany and Vivace Vilnius in Lithuania. His popular PBS
Television recital with Schubert’s “Wanderer Fantasy” and Chopin works hosted by Victor Borge was
widely rebroadcast. He has been the featured interview in Clavier and Piano & Keyboard Magazines,
and edited piano music of Griffes for C.F.Peters. A Steinway Artist, he was Artistic Director of the
Steinway & Sons 150th Anniversary Gala Concert held in 2003 in Boston’s Symphony Hall. His
dedication to contemporary music has led to premiere performances of compositions by Joel Hoffman,
David Kocsis, Sylvia Rabinof, Robert Chumbley, Andy Vores and John Harbison. Among the
composers with whom Mr. Lewin is particularly associated are Beethoven, Schubert, Debussy, Chopin,
Liszt and Griffes.
Michael Lewin’s career was launched with victories in the Liszt International Competition in the
Netherlands, the William Kapell International Competition, and the American Pianists Association
Fellowship. He has been awarded major career grants from the Martha Baird Rockefeller Foundation,
National Endowment for the Arts Solo Recitalists Fund and the Aaron Copland Recording Fund.
Lewin’s extensive discography has received extraordinary critical praise, and reflects the great scope of
his musical interests. He now records exclusively for Sono Luminus. His third CD for Sono Luminus
(2014) is an all-Debussy disc entitled "Beau Soir," consisting of the Préludes Book II and eight other
works. It will be followed in Jan. 2015 by another Debussy disc to include the Préludes Book I and
Estampes. His first release for Sono Luminus, “If I Were a Bird,” a diverse collection of bird-themed
pieces, received a Grammy nomination in the "Producer of the Year" category. It was followed by
"Piano Phantoms" (2013), music inspired by ghosts, goblins, phantoms and the spirit world.
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“Bamboula!," piano music of Louis Moreau Gottschalk, earned a Boston Herald “Year’s Top 10 Pick”,
while the Boston Globe enthused that “Lewin has the chops and the charm for these pieces.” For Naxos
he has recorded a best-selling collection of 20 Scarlatti Sonatas and the first-ever complete piano music
of American composer Charles Tomlinson Griffes in two volumes. Mr. Lewin's earlier recordings on
Centaur include “Michael Lewin plays Liszt," “A Russian Piano Recital,” featuring music of Scriabin,
Glazunov and Balakirev, and the four Violin and Piano Sonatas of William Bolcom with violinist Irina
Muresanu.
One of America’s most sought-after teachers, he has mentored many prize-winning pianists and is a
frequent judge at International Piano Competitions. He is currently a member of the Piano Faculty at
The Boston Conservatory, where he also directs the Piano Masters Series. Born in New York, he is a
graduate of the Juilliard School. His own teachers included Leon Fleisher, Irwin Freundlich, Adele
Marcus, and Yvonne Lefébure.
For more information please visit www.michaellewin.com
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Critical Acclaim and Reviews
Recital Reviews
BOSTON
Headline: "Lewin's Grand Virtuoso Playing - No Playing Safe "
"One seldom has the feeling of listening to a performer from a bygone era, but I daresay many had this
feeling at a piano recital by Michael Lewin....his tonal range was immense.. the numerous virtuoso sections
were played truly in the grand manner...The "Black Key" Etude fizzed and sparkled delightfully...
Gottschalk's "Manchega" had a virtually unrelenting high energy, and Lewin reveled in its near-constant
syncopations and the tattoo of left-hand chords like drums. The Transcendental etude was played with
amazing mastery.. The Menter drew a purr of pleasure from the audience. The Tausig threw caution to the
wind with electrifying results...In the "Faust Waltz" Lewin plunged into the breach, nothing daunted, and
gave us a hair-raising performance. In this age of antiseptic digital perfectionism, there are not many
pianists who, playing live, "go for broke" in this hard-core virtuoso repertoire. Michael Lewin is one such.
May he prosper. " - Boston Musical Intelligencer
"Lewin's dangerously difficult and extraordinarily musical program proved him a great pianist. He plays
intensely, in a fury of concentration and piano mastery, infusing each work with a sense of drama and
working audiences into a frenzy. Be advised not to miss your next chance to hear him."
- Keith Powers, The Boston Herald
LONDON
"Michael Lewin, an American pianist as dexterous and assured as he is audacious, displays dazzling musicmaking. Lewin's playing positively brims over with high spirits, glitter, panache and stylistic awareness."
- Gramophone Magazine
WASHINGTON, D.C.
"A most sensitive and brooding performer, with a controlled, awesomely intense style. He roared
passionately yet precisely through the Chopin. His Prokofiev wove a web of childhood dreams and
nightmares"
- The Washington Post
NEW YORK
"His immense technique and ability qualify him eminently for success." - The New York Times
CHARLESTON
Headline: "Lewin offers edgy, explosive performance in piano series." "The International Piano Series at
the College of Charleston offered one of the most substantive programs in recent memory Tuesday at
Sottile Theatre. American keyboard artist Michael Lewin, respected world recitalist and noted recording
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virtuoso, was preceded by his credentials. Nevertheless, he proved as explosive and edgy as a young
challenger in this demanding program, which, remarkably, included nothing in the way of concert "fillers...
Lewin dug into an exuberant Russian sampler of Prokofiev and Scriabin...Despite the presence on the
program of material possessed of more gravitas and colossal scoring, it must be said that at least one
emotive apex of the evening was Lewin's performance of the Brahms Intermezzo in B-Minor, Op.119 No.1.
The tender intensity of its slowly descending arpeggios, and the Scriabin-like tentativeness of its harmonic
resolutions made a memorable impression....Ginastera's piano sonata No.1 offered a stunning conclusion." The Charleston Post and Courier
MOSCOW
"Michael Lewin played his program with inspiration and genuine artistic enthusiasm which won over the
sympathy of the audience. A touchingly pure and sincere approach to music was combined with highestclass skill, a perfect sense of style, and profound understanding." - Moscow, Sovyetskaya Rossia
DETROIT
"He was undeniably exciting. He produces a big assertive, confident sound, the kind that wows audiences
and made him a lot of friends last night." - Detroit News
PHOENIX
"Lewin performed [the Schubert Wanderer Fantasy] with classy panache and stylish abandon, winning over
the crowd with the maturity and depth of his interpretation. He gave a thunderous reading of Bach's
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, laying out the work's contrapuntal structure with clear and assertive
phrasing, and, in the latter portions of the fugue, thrilled his listeners with the most eloquent and penetrating
crescendo heard in years."
- The Arizona Republic
LAS VEGAS
"If I cannot say enough good of him, it is because he is a pianist after my heart with technique to burn,
power to spare, passionate excitement, subtlety, beautiful tone quality, and the rare gift of being able to
project his love and understanding throughout the audience. I have had the good fortune of hearing all the
great pianists of our age, but I cannot recall any performance more gripping than this one." - Las Vegas
Review-Journal
INDIANAPOLIS
"Lewin's Beethoven had real power and thrust. His playing was energized but not frenetic, and his concept
was spacious yet taut." - The Indianapolis News
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
"Four encores did not satisfy the standing-room-only public at the Island recital debut of the spectacular
pianist Michael Lewin. His Schumann Fantasy unfolded with passion, poetry and architectural inevitability,
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with a seemingly endless dynamic and tonal range. The virile Mozart had a pointillistic clarity allowing
great attention to detail to emerge. The Four Liszt Etudes were tossed off with magnificent bravura,
marvelously contrasting power and delicacy." - El Nuevo Dia
CANADA
"The clarity and color of this performance were quite revelatory, being brilliant, evocative, and tender by
turns. A totally satisfying and exhilarating concert, this one - hats off!" - Waterloo Gazette
Toulouse, France
FRANCE
"Michael Lewin, an interpreter of international quality, charmed a public of connoisseurs, as they applauded
his great integrity, virtuosity and sincerity." - La Depeche, Toulouse

Concerto Reviews
Tchaikovsky No.1 - with Hugh Wolff and the Maryland Festival Orchestra
"Tchaikovsky's rhapsodic phrases surged in and out with ease, the melodic and harmonic sweep assured.
There was remarkable clarity of detail combined with massive sonorities- no mean trick in the same piece."
- - Washington Post
Liszt Totentantz - with Ian Hobson and the Sinfonia da Camera
"Michael Lewin played this series of variations on the medieval hymn "Dies Irae" ("Day of Wrath") with
electric excitement. This was one of the most highly charged piano performances I have ever seen. It was a
tumultuous performance, like a tonic to me." - The News-Gazette, Champaign-Urbana, IL
Grieg Concerto- with Thomas Conlin and the West Virginia Symphony
"The Grieg was truly the highlight of the evening, as the pianist drew a standing ovation from the audience.
Lewin's radiant tone rang to the rafters..." - Charleston Gazette
Gottschalk & Gershwin 2nd Rhapsody - with the North Carolina Symphony; William Curry, conductor
"In Gottschalk's toe-tapping Grande Tarantelle, Lewin quickly established his mastery of crystal-clear
articulation and confident precision, reaching appropriate abandon in the energetic climax. In Gershwin's
Second Rhapsody, Lewin supplied peppy percussiveness to Gershwin's evocation of New York City streets
and an appealing pulse to the blues portion. It all had a wonderful swing and syncopation."- Classical Voice
North Carolina
Menotti Concerto - with Ron Daniels and the Reno Philharmonic
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"Lewin was brilliant. He gave vent to the theatricality of the Menotti with a flair for the dramatic that never
got out of hand. Lewin's performance was high drama mixed with superb taste. One of the orchestra's most
exciting concerto performances ever!" - Reno Gazette-Journal
Liszt No. 1 - with Virko Baley and the Nevada Philharmonic
Lewin, considered to be one of the world's top interpreters of Liszt, was splendid, treating the audience to a
dazzling afternoon not likely to be soon forgotten. He challenged the orchestra to rise up and play beyond
their mortal capabilities." - Las Vegas Sun
Chopin Concerto No. 2 - with the Boston Civic Orchestra and Max Hobart
"Hearing his bravura interpretation of Chopin's second concerto in the gorgeous acoustic of Jordan Hall was
a regular concertgoer's true reward. The F minor concerto forms a test for the compleat musician: bold,
finger-challenging runs in the outer two movements; introspective, emotional writing in the middle slow
movement. Working listeners into a frenzy by the end of the work, Lewin graciously calmed unsettled
nerves with a contemplative Chopin Etude as an encore." - Boston Herald
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue - with Dimitri Toufexis and the Bucharest Enescu Philharmonic Orchestra
"Here, the noted American pianist Michael Lewin set the tone, handling this well-known piece with clarity,
lucidity and architectural order. . . . It all worked with renewed immediacy, gaining the whole-hearted
cheers of the standing audience." - - Elefterotypia, Athens
Mozart Concerto in D Minor, K.466 -with James Rawie and the Orquestra de Camara de Puerto Rico
"His almost Beethovenian approach, executed with supreme precision, generated an electricity that had us
breathless in our seats" - El Vocero, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue - with the Miami Symphony under Eduardo Martuert
"The second part of the evening was brought on with the well-known Rhapsody in Blue by Gershwin, in
which the piano protagonist leading the charge was the prestigious Michael Lewin. This work is one of the
favorites of the public for its passionate cadenzas and its vibrant passages, introducing jazz into the concert
hall. The performace was extremely well received by the audience." - Miami, El Nuevo Herald
Reinecke Piano Concerto No.1 - with Ronald Feldman and the Berkshire Symphony
"If Williams College paid soloists by the note, pianist Michael Lewin would be a rich man today. Lewin,
the winner of such important piano competitions as the William Kapell, performed Carl Reinecke's
Concerto No.1 with the Berkshire Symphony on Friday night. The notes flew through Chapin Hall like
sparks from a bonfire. . . . Like Schumann, Reinecke alternates virtuosic with lyrical passages, and dreamy
with ardent states. Chords thunder, runs ripple. . . . Lewin had the power and panache that the work
demands." - Berkshire Eagle
Gershwin Concerto in F - with Carmon DeLeone and the Illinois Philharmonic Orchestra
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"Substituting pianist Michael Lewin had just a week to prepare a piece he had played only once before. His
playing was incredibly accurate and emotionally charged, getting the IPO season off to a rousing start. He
delivered the depth without losing the playfulness of this composition's hot and jazzy, uniquely American
rhythms." - The Star
Mozart Concerto for Two Pianos - with the Flagstaff Festival Orchestra, Irwin Hoffman, conductor and
Constantin Orbelian, pianist
"Mozart's Concerto for Two Pianos was a piece of sprightly joy. The two virtuosi demonstrated an almost
uncanny ability to achieve ensemble unity on rather short notice. They were particularly good in the finale,
playing the famously difficult cadenza with almost note-perfect precision." - The Sun

Released Summer 2013!
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Recordings
Look for two new exciting Michael Lewin releases on Sono Luminus!
Piano Phantoms, his 2nd disc for the label, a collection of 18 works inspired
by phantoms, ghosts & goblins, was just released. An all-Debussy disc,
including the complete Préludes, Book 2 has been recorded and will be
released in January 2014.
If I Were a Bird (Dorian Sono Luminus)
"I am delighted by this collection of music inspired by our fine feathered friends. One might
wonder whether all that chirping and fluttering would begin to pall after a while, but pianist
Lewin has carefully selected and assembled this program, and it hardly outstays its welcome.
He appears to be a relatively young man, as pianists go. Nevertheless, Lewin seems to have
what some might call “an old soul.” Both the repertory and the pianist hearken back to the
time when music came on 10- or 12-inch shellac platters, and when pianists, no matter how
virtuosic they were, treated music-making as an intimate, unhurried activity. If this is corn, I'm
having seconds.
There's quite a stylistic range here, from the French
Baroque to works from the century just past. Lewin is
sensitive to the differences between Rameau and
Messiaen, for example, but he doesn't overplay his hand,
and nothing is exaggerated. A piece such as Liszt's
transcription of Alabieff's The Nightingale invites the pianist
to impress listeners with technique. Lewin aims for
something more satisfying, in my opinion, and that is
musicianship, the quality that encompasses all other
qualities. This pianist or that pianist might have you
exclaiming “Wow!” over a particularly dazzling bit of
fingerwork. Lewin, on the other hand, leaves you smiling broadly after the CD is done, and for
some time after. I have not played the piano in many years. It says something about Lewin's
pianism that hearing him play the Siloti transcription of The Swan inspired me to renew its
acquaintance.
Lewin has made several discs for Naxos and Centaur, but this appears to be his first mixed
recital, and what a charmer it is. Dorian has given it deluxe, book-style packaging and
comprehensive booklet notes. (Paintings of many of the birds depicted herein are included
too.)
The engineering is as warm and lovely as the music and the performances. Strike a blow
against big, dumb, competition-winning pianism—Lord knows nothing can kill it now
anyway—by surrendering yourself to Michael Lewin for 73 minutes. He could have named
1
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this CD after a classic Sinatra album: Come Fly With Me." - Raymond Tuttle, Fanfare
Magazine
"I fell in love with this CD before hearing a single note of its intriguing music! Birds inspire this
beautifully packaged recording, replete with lovely Audubon artwork, a thoughtful essay, and
Lewin’s entertaining liner notes. The impressive package produced high expectations, and I
was not disappointed. The 22 selections range from the familiar Daquin’s “Cuckoo” and
Schumann’s “Prophet Bird” to the obscure “Water-Wagtail” of Cyril Scott and “Little WoodBird” by Adolph Jensen. Movements from Stravinsky”s “Firebird Suite” (transcribed by Guido
Agosti) and a foot-tapping, virtuosic “Turkey in the Straw” (arranged by Godowsky’s student
David Guion”), were enjoyable discoveries for this listener. Lewin’s impressive, engaging
performances belie the technical challenges found within much of this repertoire. This CD is
satisfying not only for its superb playing, but for the momentary suspension of worldly care
that a little time with the birds can bring.” - Leonne Lewis, Clavier Magazine

BOLCOM VIOLIN SONATAS (Centaur)
Headline: "Bringing fervor and range to Bolcom"
T"he Bolcom Sonatas are also phenomenally difficult, something
that seemed of no consequence to Muresanu and Lewin….almost
telepathic rapport…Their playing is marked by passion and
tremendous rhythmic vitality." - The Boston Globe
"formidable...amazingly flexible unanimity. The Graceful Ghost
brings this program to a sensitive and memorable close." ClassicsToday.com

Bamboula! : GOTTSCHALK Piano Music (Centaur)
"Pasquinade has been recorded by everyone who does Gottschalk, but Mr. Lewin stands up
to them all quite well. It's a very difficult piece, and even the normally unflappable Pennario
sounds clumsy sometimes compared with this recording. Ojos Criollos (Creole Eyes) is also
very difficult and can sound labored. Here it sparkles. Sound and articulation are wonderful,
and the flow is utterly natural. Lewin need take second place to no
one in this piece." - Donald Vroon, American Record Guide
"Michael Lewin, a spectacular Boston-based pianist, makes a
most persuasive case for this unusual music. In his able hands, for
example, The Banjo -- Gottschalk’s most well known work - jumps
off the page with gusto and a life all its own. In O, Ma Charmante,
Epargnez Moi (O, My Charmer, Spare Me!) Mr. Lewin gives voice
to the expressive West Indian dances that inspired it. Both La
Bananier (The Banana Tree) and La Savane are likewise sultry
evocations of southern life; in these, Mr. Lewin seems to the
manor born, investing them with just the kind of languorous affect they demand. Then there is
1
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the eponym of this recording, Bamboula, in which Gottschalk duplicates, in pianistic
categories, the sounds of strumming banjoes and African drums. Here Mr. Lewin plays with
joy and abandon, sure, and also with a steely interpretive and technical discipline that
transforms effect into substance. Though an anomaly of sorts in the history of western art
music, Gottschalk offered a profound metaphor for the best and worst of American culture.
On the surface, the music is brash, ebullient, jaunty, but also technically well crafted and even
refined. And yet behind the furious flurry of notes there is something more: a distillation, even
a celebration, if you will, of plurality and multi-culturalism. Can anything be more American –
or musical - -than that?" - The St. Petersburg Times, John Bell Young

Domenico SCARLATTI - 19 Keyboard Sonatas (Naxos)
" Volume 2 in the Naxos complete Scarlatti sonata cycle is played by Michael Lewin, an
American pianist as dexterous and assured as he is audacious. Here there is no sense of
'studio' caution but only of liberating and dazzling music-making, live and on the wing. K.492
in D could hardly provide a more brilliant curtain-raiser, and in K.3 in A minor (the one where
Scarlatti's impish humour offers the musical equivalent of someone slipping on a banana skin)
Lewin's playing positively brims over with high spirits.
The D major Sonata, K.33, is all thrumbing guitars and bursts of
sunlight and in K.141, with its cascades of repeated notes, Lewin
even gives Martha Argerich (whose performance - never officially
released - is of legendary status) a run for her money. There is a
no less appealing balm and musical quality in the more restrained
numbers such as K.32 in D minor and K.208 in A, though the
recital comes to a suitably ebullient conclusion with K.517 in D
minor which, from Lewin, is like a river in full spate.
Not even the most persistent lover of Scarlatti on the harpsichord could accuse Michael
Lewin of heaviness, of an absence of the necessary glitter, panache and stylistic
awareness."- Bryce Morrison, Gramophone Magazine (February, 2000)
"American pianist Michael Lewin takes on the second batch in Naxos' set of the Complete
Keyboard Sonatas by Italian Baroque composer Domenico Scarlatti. The disc opens with the
"D Major sonata, K. 492," which Lewin infuses with a subtle momentum behind the hopscotch melody, exuding a bright happiness. Lewin sets his performance bar high and keeps
to that level throughout the recital.
Lewin performs several sonatas in common with those pianists before him. He is most
closely comparable with Mikhail Pletnev on sonatas "K. 3 in A Minor," "K. 141 in D Minor" and
"K. 213 in D Minor." Lewin also possesses a similar, carefully considered approach to Andras
Schiff on sonatas "K. 27 in B Minor" and "K. 517 in D Minor." The more slowly paced of these
sonatas ("K. 213 andante") is beautifully played, displaying Scarlatti's affinity for slower,
minor-key compositions. Lewin and Horowitz share several sonatas including "K. 33 D Major,"
"K. 322 A Major," "K. 146 G Major" and "K. 39 A Major." Lewin consistently stays within his
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vigilant performance lines on all but the A Major, where he plays with all of the unabashed
gusto, if not brute force, of Horowitz.
Disc highlights are found in minor key sonatas. "Sonata K. 481 in F Minor" is graciously
played with a gently considered tempo. "Sonata K. 517 in D Minor" is quite the contrast to "K.
481," Lewin hitting the nitro switch while modulating through one of Scarlatti's more complex
exercises. - C. Michael Bailey, All About Jazz

Piano Music of Charles Tomlinson Griffes, Vol. 1 ( Naxos)
"This splendid recording is a welcome addition to an all-too-small Griffes discography.
Michael Lewin, a crackerjack pianist with a larger-than-life command of these ferociously
complex works, turns in pristinely detailed, passionate, big-boned readings of affective and
intonational precision. This is the first installment of two of Griffes's complete piano works in
Naxos's new American Classics Series.
Mr. Lewin's intensity never lets so much as a contrapuntal hair drag or falter. His chilling
account of the Night Winds is riveting for its canny textural transparency, but also for its
singularity of purpose. In his hands, its restless wash of arpeggios discloses the unsettling,
atmospheric registration with compelling logic and gusto... As Mr.
Lewin plays it, the lush, Liszt-like Rhapsody in B minor wraps its
massive but fluttering sonorities around the listener like giant
wings..... Rhetorical declamation is second nature to him; there's
an attractive, stentorian quality about his playing that refuses to
get bogged down by the exotic colors as it burns off the fog that
usually burdens unimaginative readings. Mr. Lewin thoughtfully
embraces the structural dimensions of these works, sculpting them
with a kind of visceral intensity and unimpeachable authority ." American Record Guide
"A fine collection and well worth acquiring at any price let alone bargain price." - Rob Barnett,
MUSICWEB

Piano Music of Charles Tomlinson Griffes, Vol. 2 (Naxos)
"This interesting bit of Americana takes a new look at Charles Tomlinson Griffes, whose full
potential was never realized. He died in 1920 at 35. Griffes was a romantic whose late work
was partially influenced by the French impressionists and who achieved wide recognition only
near the end of this life.

The music on this album is quite pleasing. It opens with the
original piano version of "The Pleasure-Dome of Kubla Khan,"
which as an orchestral piece made Griffes' reputation, and
concludes with a couple of two-piano works, including the
1
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powerfully effective "Symphonische Phantasie." Between are a group of brief compositions,
all from late in his career and all attractive. Michael Lewin gives evocative performances
throughout." - Olin Chism, The Dallas Morning News
"Charles Tomlinson Griffes, whose career was tragically cut short at the age of 36 in 1920,
was one of the first American composers of real genius and originality. He wrote half a dozen
important piano works, including his masterpiece, the 1917 Sonata. The Pleasure-Dome of
Kubla Khan, perhaps his most famous work, is quite a virtuosic production. "Lewin's highly
sympathetic performances, in warm, bright sound, are generally preferable to those of James
Tocco, who provides a not quite so complete collection of Griffes's solo works on Gasparo
Records." - International Piano Quarterly

A RUSSIAN Piano Recital (Centaur)
"Who says the Romantics are dead? One is alive and living in Boston, and he has been
recorded awfully well, with real plummy sound. There is enthusiasm and joy, tempered with
discipline, in Lewin's playing that makes his work infectious. - Bert Wechsler, High
Performance Review
"Lewin is a different kind of pianist (than Paik), and his Scriabin
has a different spin - more forthright and less improvisatory, with
sharper differentiation in its timbres, sharper contours in its
phrasing, more affirmation in its rhythms. There's plenty of
intimacy, notable in particular for its control of chordal balances
and of inner lines... Lewin's Balakirev and Glazunov are similarly
firm. His Islamey is refreshingly modernist, discarding the corny
lushness of the "orientalisms" in favor of the tight spring of the
rhythms; The Lark more sharply angled than curved, strives less
for legato lines than for clarity of textures and sparkling filigree; the
rarely-heard turn-of-the-century Toccata dances on with a heady sense of rhythm; and the
tough traversal of Glazunov's potentially gummy variations resists the music's underlying
sentimentality. Warmly recommended." - Peter J. Rabinowitz, Fanfare Magazine

Michael Lewin Plays Liszt (Debut Recording) (Centaur)
"Lewin reveals slowly - almost slyly - that he has all the technical
resources he needs, graced with gratifying tonal finesse. One finds
oneself suddenly overtaken and suavely moved by an ineffable
alchemy of sheer expressive power. The "Sonnambula" Fantasy is
a melodic sunburst, while the song transcriptions are possessed
by an almost speaking, certainly confiding and ultimately telling
lyricism. In this art concealing art there is an astonishing maturity
suffused with youthful ardor - a winning combination. Indeed, this
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is an important debut marking Lewin as an artist to be attended closely. Enthusiastically
recommended." - Adrian Corleonis, Fanfare Magazine
"....beautiful, unhackneyed playing. Michael Lewin proves himself a polished pianist on this
debut recording. He feels this music naturally, profoundly and appealingly." - Dean Elder,
Clavier Magazine
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Concerto Repertoire
BÂRTÓK

Piano Concerto No.3 (1945)

BEETHOVEN

Piano Concerto No.1 in C Major, Op.15
Piano Concerto No.2 in B-flat Major,Op.19
Piano Concerto No.3 in C Minor, Op.37
Piano Concerto No.5 in E-flat, Op.73 (Emperor)
Choral Fantasy, Op.80

BERNSTEIN

The Age of Anxiety, Symphony No.2 (1949)

BRAHMS

Piano Concerto No.1 in D minor, Op.15
Piano Concerto No.2 in B-flat Major, Op.83

CHOPIN

Piano Concerto No.2 in F minor, Op.21

FRANCK

Symphonic Variations

GERSHWIN

Concerto in F
Rhapsody in Blue
Second Rhapsody

GOTTSCHALK

Grand Tarantella for Piano and Orchestra

GRIEG

Piano Concerto in A Minor

HAYDN

Piano Concerto in C Major
Piano Concerto in D Major
Concerto in F Major, for Violin and Piano

JANACEK

Capriccio for Piano (Left-Hand) and Winds

David KOCSIS

Piano Concerto- For the New Millenium (1999)
-Written for Mr. Lewin; World Premiere in Jan.2000
Concerto for Piano & Chamber Orchestra (2011)
-Written for Mr. Lewin; Premiered in 2012

LISZT

Piano Concerto No.1 in E-flat Major
Totentantz (Dance of Death)

LOEFFLER

A Pagan Poem, Op.14 (1906)

MENOTTI

Piano Concerto in F (1945)

MARTINU

Concerto da Camera, for Violin, Piano, Percussion and String Orchestra

MOZART

Piano Concerto No.20 in D minor, K.466
Piano Concerto No.23 in A Major, K.488
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Piano Concerto No.24 in C Minor, K.491
Two-Piano Concerto in E-flat Major, K.365
RACHMANINOFF

Piano Concerto No.1 in F-sharp Minor, Op.1
Piano Concerto No.2 in C Minor, Op.18

REINECKE

Piano Concerto No.1 in F-Sharp Minor, Op.72
Piano Concerto No.2 in E Minor, Op.120

SAINT-SÄENS

Carnival of the Animals (for Two Pianos)

SCHUMANN

Piano Concerto in A Minor, Op.54

TCHAIKOVSKY

Piano Concerto No.1 in B-flat Minor, Op.23

WEBER

Konzertstück in F Minor, Op.7
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